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SUMMARY
Background: The early detection of cancer and other diseases is generally considered beneficial, yet there is evidence that in some diseases screening may be of limited
benefit. To clarify this issue, we present the statistical
principles that underlie screening.
Methods: We define screening and discuss the conditions
for its successful use. We give illustrative examples from
among the currently recommended types of screening in
Germany and from the recent medical literature, particularly with regard to mammography.
Results: Certain specific conditions must be fulfilled for
screening to be beneficial (usually measured by reduced
mortality): The screening procedure must be of high
quality, and the screening intervals must be well adapted
to the distribution of the sojourn time. Alongside its benefits, screening can also cause harm, particularly to the
many patients who are given a false positive test result.
According to German law, potential participants are entitled to being given all information necessary to make an
informed decision about screening.
Conclusion: Just like clinical interventions, screening programs should be evaluated before they are introduced or,
at the latest, at the time of their introduction.
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any physicians would readily agree with the
statement that it is in a patient’s interests for a
disease, particularly cancer, to be detected as early as
possible. Behind this lies the conviction that this leads
to more successful, or at least less aggressive, treatment. Early detection programs for breast cancer were
therefore begun as early as the 1960s, and many others
followed (1). However, in recent years critical voices
disputing in particular the use of screening mammography have been repeatedly heard. The most recent
of these is a study by Autier et al. (2). Similarly, the
pros and cons of PSA (prostate-specific antigen)
screening are the subject of heated discussion (3). This
article will describe the methodological basis of screening.

The principle of screening
To understand how such widely varying opinions on
the benefits of (particular) screening measures have
arisen, it is helpful to consider the principle behind
screening.
Definition
Morrison (5) defines screening as follows: “Screening
for disease is the examination of asymptomatic people
in order to classify them as likely or unlikely to have
the disease that is the object of screening. People who
appear likely to have a disease are investigated further
to arrive at a final diagnosis. Those people who are
found to have the disease are then treated.”
In other words, screening is not part of general preventive healthcare: It is always directed at a specific
disease. The target group consists of people who have
not been diagnosed with a disease and are not suspected
of having a disease (Box 1).
Screening normally involves two stages: Following
a test that is as sensitive as possible but not necessarily
specific, individuals are divided into those who have
tested negative and those who have tested positive.
Those who have tested positive then undergo a confirmation test that is as specific as possible. This allows
the disease to be either diagnosed or ruled out. This
confirmation test identifies diseased (true positive) and
healthy (false positive) persons. One-stage screening,
such as colonoscopy, is the exception rather than the
rule (Box 2).
Early detection
The phrase “early detection” expresses the fundamental
idea behind screening: An earlier diagnosis is expected
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BOX 1

Screening
The English term “screening” is now used in German
too, for example in the official name of Germany’s
screening mammography program (MammographieScreening-Programm). Alternative German terms might be
Vorsorge (“preventive care”) or Früherkennung (“early
detection”). However, “preventive care” refers to primary
prevention, in other words preventing or delaying the onset
of a disease. Screening, in contrast, refers to secondary
prevention, i.e. early detection of an existing disease (4).
When precancerous cells are actively removed, e.g.
during a colonoscopy, the term “preventive care” is essentially appropriate. The term “early detection” describes
what screening is designed to do but does not denote the
program as a whole.
In daily clinical practice the word “screening” is often
also used when patients are “screened” as part of an investigation for many different laboratory variables or a
wide range of pathogens, for example; this is not the
subject of this article.

to imply a lower stage of disease that is more likely to
be treated successfully. This implicitly assumes that if
left untreated the disease would progress to forms with
worse prognoses.
The Figure shows what happens over time to someone who develops a given disease during the course of
his/her life. The disease begins at a particular point in
time. Somewhat later, it becomes essentially “detectable”, e.g. for a solid tumor, a minimum size is reached.
The time up to the point that patient would be diagnosed clinically, even without screening, is known as
the “preclinical phase” (or “sojourn time”). The length
of this preclinical phase depends primarily on the disease in question and also varies between individuals.
Screening can only lead to earlier diagnosis during
this preclinical phase. The length of time by which the
diagnosis is brought forward is called the “lead time.”
Logically, lead time cannot be observed in individual
cases. Simply put, the average age at diagnosis in a
screened group is expected to be lower by the lead time
than in a comparison group.
When a disease is diagnosed following an earlier
negative screening result, this result is retrospectively
described as a “false negative” or an “interval case.” It
is usually no longer possible to determine why the earlier screening result was negative: Had the tumor not
yet developed, was it not yet detectable, or was it
missed (“screening failure”)? These distinctions play a
role in quality assurance. An individual patient is
formally classified as a “false negative” even if his/her
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tumor had not yet developed when the test was performed.
A screening program, e.g. for breast cancer, consists
of the following:
A test procedure (in this case a mammogram)
A defined group of people to be included (in this
case women aged 50 to 69 years)
The testing frequency (in this case every two
years).
There are also differences in terms of addressing
those who are eligible; in Germany, personal written invitations are sent only for mammograms.
For most diseases, the aim of early detection is to
achieve a benefit in the form of prolonged life. Depending on the disease, the aim of screening may be an
endpoint other than death, for example an endpoint that
can be prevented or delayed such as heart attack, blindness or amputation. Success is considered to be a significant reduction in mortality (or another endpoint) in
the eligible population.

When should screening be performed?
Current statutory preventive care in Germany covers
breast, colon, skin, cervical, and prostate cancer (6).
Prostate cancer prevention does not include the PSA
test. With the exception of neonatal metabolic screening, preventive measures not connected with cancer
(check-ups, antenatal and pediatric preventive care) are
less specifically directed at particular target diseases.
How are the diseases for which screening is offered
selected? If screening is offered, what screening
method is chosen? The literature contains a number of
recommendations on this subject (4, 7, 8). The disease
must represent a “considerable problem”; in other
words it must affect many people and/or have serious
consequences. For example, breast cancer is the most
common form of cancer and the most common cause of
cancer-related death among women in Germany (e3).
There must also be sufficient evidence that (almost) all
those affected progress through the stages preclinical
clinical
endpoint progression. Nonprogressive
and transient diseases are therefore excluded from
screening. The preclinical phase must be sufficiently
long. The length of the preclinical phase can be estimated on the basis of study data. For example, in
Sweden an average length of approximately three years
is estimated for breast cancer (9). Treatment of preclinical cases must be significantly more likely to succeed
than clinically identified cases. Aggressively growing
cancers, very rare cancers, and cancers that can be
treated successfully if diagnosed clinically are not
included. The question of whether prostate cancer is
always progressive is contentious (3).
The selected procedure must also be valid, low-risk,
and acceptable. Up to a point, this assessment is a
matter of opinion. For example, with respect to colon
cancer, testing for occult blood in stool samples is not
particularly accurate, but it is a low-risk first step and is
relatively widely accepted (10). Colonoscopy, in
contrast, is accurate but not low-risk and not widely
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accepted. Its risks are infections, perforations, hemorrhaging, the sedation usually needed, and cardiovascular problems related to colon cleansing (11, 12, e4).
Isolated cases of death are reported (12). In this controversial area, the law in Germany leaves the choice of
procedure to the individual (6).
Measurements of a screening's validity are sensitivity (how many of the actual cases does the test
identify?) and specificity (how many healthy people are
correctly classified as healthy the first time?). A high
positive predictive value (how many of those who test
positive to screening actually have the disease?) is also
desirable. High sensitivity means few false negatives,
while high specificity or a high positive predictive
value means few false positives.
The conditions stated above are required for success
but are not in themselves sufficient. Even a program
that meets all these conditions may not necessarily be
successful. To date, most evidence on this comes from
reviews of international studies. Every screening procedure should really undergo evaluation similar to a
clinical study before it is introduced.

The ethical dimension of screening
Unlike therapeutic measures, the overwhelming majority of screening participants do not have the disease
being tested for. All screening participants, however,
bear the risk of the method used for screening. Of all
the screening procedures used in Germany, these risks
are highest for colonoscopy (12). As well, mammograms entail (low) exposure to radiation. Only those
who have the disease and test positive to screening
(true positives) may benefit from screening. However,
out of the true positives only those with a subsequent
extended life span and/or improved quality of life benefit from early detection. People diagnosed on the basis
of screening also include those who would have undergone equally intensive treatment and/or had the same
survival time even if their disease had been clinically
identified and treated later. These people do not benefit
from screening and are sometimes actually worse off
because of it, as their morbidity phase may be prolonged due to earlier intervention.
The increasing success of treatment of advanced
cancers also reduces the benefit of early detection.
Those with a positive screening result for a disease that
would never have actually manifested during their lifetime are siginificantly worse off as a result of screening. This is known as overdiagnosis (13) and seems to
occur particularly frequently with prostate cancer (3).
In all, there are only ever a few participants in a given
screening program who are true positives. For example,
the current average figure for screening mammography
participants is 8 in 1000 (14). It is not known how many
of these individuals really do not die of breast cancer as
a result of screening; Welch and Frankel (e5) estimate 2
at the most.
For the small group of false negatives, screening can
lead to delayed diagnosis in individual cases if unclear
symptoms begin soon afterwards.
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Glossary
Sensitivity:
The number of positive test results as a proportion of
those with the disease. High sensitivity means few false
negatives.
Specificity:
The number of negative test results as a proportion of
those without the disease. High specificity means few
false positives.
Prevalence at screening:
The number of people who are at the preclinical phase
at the time of screening, as a proportion of screening
participants.
Positive predictive value (PPV):
The number of people with the disease as a proportion
of those who test positive. High PPV means few false
positives. PPV depends on prevalence: the lower the
prevalence, the lower the PPV (see also e1, e2).

True negatives (healthy people who test negative at
screening), generally the largest group of all screening
participants, do usually benefit from screening. They
usually perceive medical confirmation that they are
healthy in a positive light. However, this is sustained
only for those who receive such confirmation each time
they undergo screening.
A false positive test result is usually followed by a
confirmation test, which can be invasive and risky.
Examples include colonoscopy following a positive
stool test or biopsy following a positive mammogram
finding. The considerable concern caused by suspicion
of the disease until the confirmation test is performed is
also stressful. False positives usually outnumber true
positives. For example, the positive predictive value of
a mammogram in Germany is currently 15.4%. In other
words, for approximately 85% of all screening participants who receive a positive mammogram result, the
positive finding is not confirmed by the confirmation
test (14). In order to reduce the number of biopsies, in
Germany the confirmation test consists of two stages:
Before a biopsy, other examinations using imaging
procedures (mammogram, ultrasound) are performed.
The positive predictive value of this second stage is
49.1%. Each time screening is performed, an average
of approximately 4.5% of all participants receive a
false positive result (14). Every participant runs this
risk at each of her screening examinations, of which
there are up to ten. International studies have determined that for each woman the probability of obtaining
at least one false positive result in a screening
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The principle behind screening. Lead time: time by which diagnosis is brought forward as
a result of early detection (from: Spix C, et al.: Lead-time and overdiagnosis estimation in
neuroblastoma screening. Statist Med 2003; 22: 2877–92). Excerpt used with the kind permission of John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

mammography program ranges from 20% to 63%,
depending on the program (15–18).
Sensitivity and specificity cannot be increased simultaneously in a single group of screening participants.
In other words, fewer false negatives means more false
positives, and vice versa. A balance and suitable compromise must therefore be found in terms of the age
range and frequency for screening. The heated debate
on this subject shows that this is not easy.

Counseling
In the face of this potential benefit and potential harm,
it is not only legislators who must decide which screening measures to offer as “statutory preventive care.”
Each individual to whom this preventive care is offered
must also make a decision. In addition to statutory preventive care measures, physicians may also offer them
other procedures (e.g. PSA screening) as part of
tailored health care.
To achieve the highest possible level of success, a
high participation rate is needed (4). One possible way
of increasing willingness to participate is the relatively
expensive procedure of issuing personal written invitations, with appointments, to those who are eligible for
screening.
However, in addition to the right to selfdetermination and the right not to know, people must
also have the opportunity to weigh the facts and decide
whether or not to take part without being put under any
pressure. The critical aspects of screening and its ethical basis are stated comprehensively and clearly in the
detailed explanation of the changes made to the German chronic care guidelines in 2007 (19, 20, e6, e7). In
these guidelines lawmakers decided not to offer any financial reward for screening participation, and instead
to provide counseling before individuals decide
whether or not to take part in screening. Similar counseling has long been called for internationally (17).
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Physicians’ duty to provide counseling was first established in Germany’s 2002 law on colonoscopy (21).
This is in the context of the choice of stool test or
colonoscopy mentioned above. Germany’s Federal
Joint Committee (G-BA, Gemeinsamer Bundesausschuss) has compiled specifications for the form such
counseling should take (21). Essentially, these specifications can be applied to all preventive care examinations: It is the physician’s task to inform individuals
that they can decide independently, i.e. give informed
consent. The G-BA stipulates that information on the
following must be provided:
Frequency of the disease
Clinical picture of the disease
The aims and underlying concept of screening
Efficacy (sensitivity, specificity) and effectiveness
Disadvantages (discomfort, risks)
Action to be taken if the test is positive.
As part of this provision of information, individuals
must be given the information leaflet stipulated by law
(22, e8). However, these information sheets have
already been criticized for relaying only one point of
view (23, e9).

Screening measures must undergo
experimental evaluation
At the beginning of this article we cited studies that cast
doubt on the success, or at least major success, of
screening mammography (1, 2). The principle behind
screening gives rise to possible reasons for this that
cannot be affected even by technically perfect mammograms or error-free diagnostic confirmation tests: If the
length of the preclinical phase varies widely between
patients, it means that a substantial proportion of
patients have very short preclinical phases. Biologically, this would be a rapidly-progressing tumor. These
patients would receive false negative test results
particularly frequently, because their entire preclinical
phase could easily fall between two screening tests, and
they would then not benefit from screening. On the
other hand, in the same situation a relatively high
proportion of patients have very long preclinical
phases, i.e. slow-progressing tumors. These would
mostly be detected by screening, but for a considerable
proportion of these patients earlier diagnosis may not
yield any benefit for treatment success. From the
physician's point of view, this constellation leads to the
suggestion that a symptomatic diagnosis has a poor
prognosis and a screening diagnosis has a good prognosis, which in turn suggests that screening yields a
significant benefit; this is called “length time bias”, so
named because it is the varying lengths of the preclinical phase that are causing the mistaken impression that
screening is beneficial.
If the length of the preclinical phase varies considerably, only a relatively small group of patients, with an
average preclinical phase duration, will benefit; this is
not sufficient to achieve a substantial decrease in
mortality for all those entitled to screening.
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This too makes it important to evaluate screening
procedures in-depth. If screening yields little or no
benefit, the price paid by the many false positives, and
overdiagnosed patients in particular, is fundamentally
too high.
Sufficiently large and sufficiently long ongoing
studies are needed, with an unscreened comparison
group and subsequent comparison of the relevant
endpoint (e.g. mortality) (24). Comparison groups must
be comparable with screened groups in terms of incidence, endpoint, and treatment. This can be done by
randomizing those who are invited to take part, but this
is not essential (25, e10). The most important
information on non-participants must also be known so
that the extent of self-selection can be estimated (e11).
With the exception of neuroblastoma screening, no
such preliminary model projects or studies have yet
been conducted in Germany before a measure is introduced. During trials of neuroblastoma screening it became clear that it provided no benefit and even resulted
in potential harm in the form of frequent overdiagnoses, and screening was therefore not introduced (25).
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